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Abstract Image preview is a convenient way to browse
large or multiple images on small displays. However, current
signal-level image resampling algorithms may remove many
features of interest in the preview image. In this paper, we
propose perceptual image preview which retains more perceptual features such that users can inspect features of interest by viewing the preview image only and without zooming
in. This technology has two components, structure enhancement and perceptual feature visualization. Structure enhancement enhances the image structure while suppressing subtle
details using a gradient modulation method, thus making the
succedent perceptual features more apparent. For perceptual
feature visualization, features of interest detected in the picture is visualized on the structure enhanced preview image.
We demonstrate with two examples of most commonly used
image quality features, image blur and noise. The effectiveness of the proposed method is validated by experimental
results.
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1 Introduction
Image preview is a technology that shows a small version of
a large image on a small display of a portable device like a
digital camera or a mobile phone, or shows a large collection
of image thumbnails on an ordinary display like a computer
monitor. It provides a convenient way to quickly access the
content of a large image. Image preview is usually achieved
by applying image resampling techniques [21]. Although different resampling methods [9,11,15,16,22] have been
reported, they do not suffice all situations of image browsing. For example, when taking photos with a digital camera, people are often not sure whether they just had a good
shot, because features of interest may be lost in the preview
image due to great reduction in image size (e.g. a 5 megapixel camera takes images with 2,592 × 1,944 pixels and
these images are displayed in the preview window at a size
of 400 × 300 pixels). The similar situation exists when using
a digital photo printer which supports image preview on the
printer LCD. People may want to identify those good-quality
photos before printing in order not to waste the photo paper
and the ink.
On the other hand, scholars have proposed thumbnail
generation techniques to display (important portions of) pictures in a small size [2,4,19,20]. Many thumbnail generation
methods do not retain the global picture view or may impair
the image structure. They may also remove perceptual features in the resultant thumbnail. In order to inspect features
of interest, zooming in and shifting the large image across the
preview window is a common practice. However, by zooming
in people often lose the global appearance of the large image
and observe only a small portion. Furthermore, zooming and
shifting is time consuming.
In this paper, we propose a new image preview methodology to retain the lost information when images are shrunk.
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Fig. 1 a Shows a blurry picture
with a resolution of
2,592 × 1,944 reproduced in 3R
photo size. b Is the naïve
preview image in a resolution of
400 × 300 on a 2 in. display. It
looks without image blur.
c Shows our perceptual preview
image after structure
enhancement and blur
visualization

The basic idea is to investigate the large picture and
superimpose the features of interest on the preview image.
With our technology, users can easily identify more features
of the original large image by inspecting the preview image
alone and without zooming in. Figure 1 gives an example
to show our idea. Figure 1a is an out-of-focus picture of a
pixel size 2,592 × 1,944. Its 400 × 300 naïve preview image
(Fig. 1b), i.e., one computed by simple down-sampling, looks
rather sharp. In comparison, our perceptual preview image
(Fig. 1c) reveals that the original image is not well focused.
To our knowledge, our work is the first attempt focusing on
perceptual image preview. Although graphical representation
can also indicate the existence and the extent of perceptual
features, as one graphical representation usually accounts for
only one feature, it may be too crowded on the small display
if several perceptual features are to be considered. Moreover, such graphical representation has difficulty in visualizing spatially variant features, e.g., spatially variant blur or
the position of red eyes. In short, graphical representation
may be useful for a few globally homogeneous features only,
while our perceptual preview image is straightforward information visualization, especially when the features are spatially variant.
The proposed framework has two parts, image structure
enhancement and perceptual feature visualization (see Fig. 2).
The first part highlights image structure and reduces subtle
details in the preview image so that the succedent features of
interest can be easier detected. More specifically, we perform
non-linear modulation in the gradient domain and reconstruct
the structure enhanced preview image by solving a Poisson equation [18]. The computation is fast since the preview
image usually has a small size. The structure enhanced preview image itself can serve as a better preview image in many
applications. For example, to organize an image album, leaving out subtle details may speed up classification. In ordinary
photographing or medical imaging, people may also want a
clear image structure in the preview image at the beginning.
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Fig. 2 Our framework of perceptual image preview. The structure
enhanced preview image is first generated by adaptive gradient modulation. Then the perceptual features detected in the original image is
visualized into the structure enhanced preview image to produce the
final perceptual preview image. In our current implementation, we take
noise and blur as the examples of perceptual features. Most of the traditional image preview techniques output the naïve preview image only

The second part visualizes features of interest detected
in the original large image. Note that it is unnecessary to
faithfully reproduce the perceptual features, since our purpose is to notify the user of some information that exists in
the original image but is lost in the naïve preview image.
In this paper, we take two most common features of image
quality, image blur and noise, as examples to demonstrate
our methodology. In addition, we propose an efficient blur
measurement which depends on the investigation of the gradient field. We also develop a simple yet functional method
to retain noise shown in the original image.
Our technology is validated effective through several
experiments, including subjective user evaluation.
2 Related work
Research on perception-based image processing has
been reported in recent years. The philosophy is that signallevel fidelity is not the exclusive objective of processing.
Perception-based image processing also cares about what
people are interested in and how the resultant image can help
people in specific tasks. For example, people often use the
pseudo-color to highlight tumors in medical images so that
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abnormal regions are easily detectable for human, or visualize the temperature fields so that such abstract and complex quantities are easily comprehensible to human. Another
example is that Gooch et al. [8] converted color images into
graylevel ones not by naively computing the luminance of
every pixel. The information of color difference between
adjacent regions is also kept by adjusting the contrast between
them.
Traditional image preview usually employs image resampling techniques [9–12,14–17,22]. The simplest downsampling method is the decimation, which generates noticeable
artifacts. The aliasing can be reduced by using anti-aliasing
techniques, i.e., low-pass filtering the images before decimation, where the low-pass filters can be box functions, bilinear, bicubic [11], higher order splines [15,22], or Gaussian
[9,10,14]. However, downsampling is not necessarily related
to low-pass filtering explicitly [16]. All these image downsampling methods are more or less signal-level processing.
They are not designed to retain perceptual features. As a
result, features of interest may be lost in the shrunk image.
Thumbnail generation also displays large images in a small
size. Most existing algorithms [2,4,19,20] focus on displaying objects of interest in the thumbnail. Chen et al. [4] dynamically selected important regions out of the large image for
various display sizes based on the attention model. Suh et al.
[20] detected an optimal cropping rectangle in the image so
that it contains the most important portions. With the cropping-based methods, people are able to catch the important
objects at the first sight, but may fail to understand the image
because the global picture is lost. It is actually not natural for
people to preview on imaging devices in this manner.
The retargeting approach [19] minimizes less important
spaces between salient objects. It shows the overall structure
of the image while maximizing the objects that receive attention. But this method may require user intervention and may
impair the image structure. Although the seaming carving
approach [1] is able to generate thumbnails which maintain
the global view, it is slow to resize a big picture to a small
preview size. In addition, these existing thumbnail generation
methods may also remove perceptual features in the picture.
There has work to quantitatively measure perceptual features of an image. For example, Caviedes and Oberti [3]
proposed a no-reference sharpness metric based on the local
frequency spectrum around the image edges. Marziliano et al.
[13] measured the blur metric by analyzing the spatial spread
of the edges in an image. These quantities can be displayed as
texts beside (or be overlaid upon) the naïve preview image.
However, as not all people are experts in photography, it
would be more straightforward and intuitive if we could visualize these quantities in the preview image directly. Furthermore, preview image can convey more information than a
single quantitative value. For instance, in the preview image
we could retain different amount of blur in different regions.
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3 Perceptual image preview
There are various perception-related features in a picture, for
example, image blur, blooming effects, red eyes, half-/closed
eyes, etc. They are useful for users to master some characteristics of the picture, e.g., to determine whether the picture is
of high quality. Many perceptual features, however, become
less detectable in the small preview image. One possible way
to retain perceptual features is to merge them into the image
resampling process, as done in [12,17] which preserve the
strong edges in image magnification. But this scheme would
make the resampling process rather complex and is inflexible
to support new perceptual features.
In this paper, a general framework is proposed (Fig. 2).
The basic idea is to investigate the original image and superimpose the features of interest with the preview image. Each
perceptual feature can be processed independently. Clearly,
our framework is a general methodology which is flexible
to include a number of different perceptual features. In the
following, we discuss respective steps.
3.1 Image structure enhancement
Structure enhancement, the fist step in our framework (Fig. 2),
provides a clear image structure by strengthening salient
edges and flattening weak details. Since salient edges often
separate objects, this step actually increases the inter-object
contrast and reduces the intra-object contrast. Therefore, the
image structure becomes more visually apparent to users,
and then the perceptual features added in subsequent steps
are more detectable for users.
We perform structure enhancement in the image gradient field. As salient edges have large gradient magnitudes
and weak details have small values, the problem becomes to
increase large gradients and reduce small gradients. Denote
the gradient filed of the naïve preview image In to be G,
where G = ∇ In and ∇ is the gradient operator. Let Is be the
structure enhanced preview image, and G  is the modulated
gradient field. By solving a Poisson equation [18]:
∇ Is = div(G  ), with Is |∂ = In |∂ ,

(1)

where ∂ is the boundary of image space , we can reconstruct Is from G  . By this way, the manipulation in the gradient field is reflected in the resultant image.
We use a sigmoid function to manipulate the gradient magnitude,
α
|G i | =
,
(2)
1 + exp(−k(|G i | − β))
where G i is the gradient for pixel i in In and G i is the adjusted
gradient in Is . Note that we maintain the original gradient
direction, since local direction manipulation may tamper the
consistency of gradient field and may result in unexpected
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Fig. 3 a is the naïve preview
image and b is the gradient field
inside the region indicated by a
box at the side of the tower; c is
the structure enhanced preview
image and d the gradient field
inside the same region. The
gradient directions are
unchanged, while the gradient
magnitudes are increased for
salient edges and reduced for
trivial details. The structure
enhanced image presents a
clearer image structure

artifacts. The coefficient α controls the maximum value of
gradient magnitudes. The parameter k affects the modulation
slope. The larger k is, the more large gradient magnitudes are
magnified and the more small gradient magnitudes are suppressed. The parameter β defines the threshold to differentiate large and small gradient magnitudes. In our experiments,
we set α = 2 and k = 1.5 empirically. In order to preserve
locally salient tiny details, we choose β adaptively:

βl , for βl < βg ,
(3)
β=
βg , otherwise,
where βg is a global threshold, and βl a local threshold that
varies in the image space. We evaluate βl as the average
gradient magnitude in the pixel neighborhood (weighted by
a Gaussian kernel) minus a constant (this offset affects the
output gradient magnitude, empirically set as 3.5). βg is computed in the same way over the whole image. In fact, Eq. (3)
respects strong edges and favors weak yet locally salient
edges. Due to the small size of the reduced image, the computation is quite fast.
For a color image, we convert the naïve preview image to
YUV color space and perform the modulation in the luminance channel. The chrominance components keep intact
which guarantees that the image color does not change significantly. As an example, Fig. 3c and d show the structure
enhanced image and the gradient field inside the box region.
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Compared to their counterparts, the increase of large gradient
magnitude strengthens the important edges, and the reduction
on small gradient magnitudes suppresses the trivial details.
Figure 4 presents more results.
3.2 Perceptual feature visualization
As discussed before, there are various perceptual features
that can be of interest in different applications. Currently we
can only choose some to realize our framework. Here we use
image blur and image noise as two examples, which are the
most common features of image quality when using digital
camera.
3.2.1 Image blur visualization
Image blur occurs when a relative motion happens between
the camera and the subjects of the shot, for example, a shaky
camera or moving objects, or when the subjects are out of
focus. Blur may appear across the whole image or just around
some regions. However, unless the blur is significant, the
naïvely reduced image at a low resolution may still look
rather sharp (e.g., Fig. 1b), and it is hard to tell whether the
picture is blurred by inspecting the preview image only.
Our basic idea for blur visualization is to detect the blur
locally in the large image, and blur the corresponding region
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Fig. 4 Examples of structure
enhancement. The first row
shows two naïvely reduced
images, with many details of
trivial interest. The second row
shows the structure enhanced
images. Our method flattens
subtle edge regions, while
boosts strong edges

Original
Large Picture

Blur
Estimation

Edge
Detection

Edge Map

Reduced Image

Blur Degree

Blur
Synthesis

Blur Visualized
Preview Image

Fig. 5 The flowchart of image blur visualization

in the preview image according to the detected amount of blur
(Fig. 5). Because the blur in edge regions is more obvious for
users, even when the whole image are blurred, we only perform blur manipulation around edge regions in the preview
image. As shown in Fig. 5, we first apply edge detection on
the reduced image. Here the reduced image is the result after
structure enhancement. Then for each edge pixel i we estimate its blur degree. Finally the operation, blur synthesis,
renders the blur in the neighborhood of pixel i according to
the amount of the pixel blur degree.
In our approach, the most important is blur estimation
which quantitatively measures the blur degree. Most of the
existing quantitative blur measurements [3,13] give a global
evaluation. Our work, on the other hand, requires a local measurement, since different portions in the image may undergo
different blurriness. Although there are intensive work on
spatially variant blur estimation [5,7], many algorithms
involve optimization which is time consuming for image preview, and some algorithms require multiple source images.

Since image blur is more detectable in salient edgeregions1 than intensity-continuous regions, we investigate
statistics of gradient field in edge regions. We observe that
blurry edge-regions usually have smaller variances among
gradient angles. Based on this, we propose the following blur
metric:
Bi = η · exp{−var(Ai )τ },

(4)

where var(Ai ) is the variance of gradient angles in the edgeregion Ai . The parameters η and τ control the estimated
amount of image blur. From our experiment, we empirically
set η = 4.5 and τ = 2.5.
Given the estimated blur degree Bi , we then blur the
reduced image using a Gaussian kernel with its sigma set
as Bi . A large value of Bi corresponds to a large Gaussian kernel, and a small value means to use a small kernel.
Figure 1c shows the blur visualized preview image. Compared to the naïve preview image (Fig. 1b), which appears
rather sharp, the blur visualized preview image intuitively
notifies the viewer that the original image is not focused.
We next validate the blur estimation through a simple
experiment. A blurry image is generated by smoothing a clear
image with a Gaussian kernel G(σ ). By increasing σ , a series
of blurry images are generated. We then compute the average
of blur degrees for each blurry image. Figure 6 plots the curve
of the average blur degree with respect to σ . As shown, the
1

Each pixel i in the preview image corresponds to a small region Ai
in the original image. If i is an edge pixel, Ai is an edge-region.
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Fig. 6 Estimated blur degree vs. Gaussian kernel size σ

average blur degree B increases rapidly for small σ values,
and becomes saturated for big σ values. The proposed blur
metric is compatible with blur visualization. For instance,
when the picture is subject to significant blur, blur is already
kept in the naïve preview image to certain extent, and then
blur visualization is to strengthen the blurriness. On the other
hand, our blur metric is sensitive to medium or slight blur
such that medium or slight blur can also be visualized in the
preview image.
We further shoot the same scene with two different camera
settings. One produces a blurred image (Fig. 7a). The other
results in a sharp image (Fig. 7d). As shown, the naïvely
reduced images of the sharp image (Fig. 7e) and the blurred
image (Fig. 7b) both look quite sharp. In contrast, using
our method, the reduced image of the original sharp image
(Fig. 7f) still looks sharp, while the one for the blurred image
(Fig. 7c) exhibits obvious blur.
3.2.2 Image noise visualization
Image noise usually comes from image sensors during exposure or A/D conversion, and looks like color grains and scatters across the whole image. It becomes less visible after
image reduction to a small size. Noise visualization helps
users to be aware of severe image noise when previewing
the image, and then users could adjust camera settings to get
better shots.
Digital camera usually produces three types of noise, random noise, fixed noise and banding noise. Random noise
is characterized by intensity and color fluctuations and it is
most influenced by a high ISO value. Fixed noise appears
in unique patterns and generally occurs in long exposure.
Banding noise is camera-dependent which is introduced by
the camera when reading data from image sensors. It is the
most visible at high ISO speed and may increase at certain
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white balance modes. For simplicity, we assume that noise
has additive property and is evenly distributed over the image.
Although this assumption may not count all situations, it is
sufficient for noise visualization.
Figure 8 illustrates the process for noise visualization.
First, the noise is crudely estimated from the large image
using a noise detection method and stored as a source noise
map Ns . Based on the assumption of even distribution, we
prepare the destination noise image Nd , which is in the same
size as the preview image, by uniform sampling from Ns .
The noise visualized preview image is then obtained by adding the destination noise image to the reduced image. Note
that the reduced image can be the naïve preview image, the
structure enhanced preview image, or other preview images.
Since we just want the noise on the reduced image look
similar to that on the large image, it is unnecessary to precisely estimate noise over the whole large image which is
often difficult and time-consuming. Furthermore, image
noise is easier to detect in a uniform region which contains
few salient edges so high frequency details in the region can
be taken as noise. We only perform noise detection in a small
color-uniform region s in the large image. As a speed-up
trick, we search color-uniform region  in the reduced image
and locate its position s in the large image. The search for
color-uniform regions is efficient and reliable as the reduced
image is less noisy and in a much smaller size. More specifically, we divide the reduced image into non-overlapped
blocks (of a size 12 × 12), and select the block  with the
smallest color variance. Then we apply discrete stationary
wavelet transform [6] on the corresponding s (which is in
the large image) to estimate noise map Ns . The computation
is fast as the region size is rather small.
Given the detected noise map Ns , we can apply texture
synthesis techniques to generate the destination noise map
Nd from Ns . In practice, we generate a noise map Nd by
uniform sampling from Ns . Although Nd may not exactly
match the noise distribution in the large image, it offers users
a similar visual experience as in the original one (see Fig. 9).
Then the final image If is,
If = Id + γ · N d ,

(5)

where Id is the reduced image; γ is a parameter to control
how salient the noise is visualized.
Figure 9 shows noise visualized results for a noisy image
and a clean image respectively. The middle column are the
naïve preview images, and the right column are the noise
visualized preview images. The blow-ups on the left column
show the noise levels in the two original images. Though
one original image is noisy and the other is almost noisefree, both naïvely reduced images look clean and noise-free.
In comparison, our noise visualized preview images display
the difference in the noise levels. For the clean image, our
method does not introduce obvious forgery noise.
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Fig. 7 Blur visualization on a
blurred image (a) and a sharp
image (d) is shown. Both
images are taken from the same
scene with two sets of camera
parameters. b and c are the naïve
and the perceptual preview
image of a, while e and f are the
naïve and the perceptual preview
image of (d), respectively. Note
that with our method, the
preview image remains
sharpness for the original sharp
image, while becomes blurry for
the blurred image. Additionally,
our method is able to detect
local blur (ellipse regions) in the
large image (d) and retain it in
the preview image (f)

Noise
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Source
Noise Map

Random Sampling

Original Large
Image
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Noise Map
Reduced Image

Noise Visualized
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Fig. 8 The flowchart of noise visualization

4 Experimental results
We now show an example of how a final perceptual preview
image looks like in a small display if multiple perceptual
features are considered simultaneously. To do so, the steps
introduced separately in the previous sections must be combined. The structure enhancement is done first. Then the blur
is visualized. Finally, the noise is superimposed.
Figure 10a is a large picture shot at a resolution of 2, 592×
1, 944. The blow-ups Fig. 10b and c show that the picture has
obvious image noise and is subjected to image blur (e.g., near

candles). Figure 10f is the final perceptual preview image. We
also show the intermediate results after structure enhancement in Fig. 10d and image blur visualization in Fig. 10e.
The naïvely reduced image can be found in Fig. 10g. It is
obvious that the naïvely reduced image loses clues of both
image blur and image noise. Our perceptual preview image,
on the other hand, has image blur and noise directly visible and conveys a similar impression as the original picture
does.
We also conduct subjective experiment to validate the
effectiveness of our method. In the subjective experiment we
use a set of 30 color pictures of resolution 2, 592 × 1, 944.
The preview images are in a size of 400 × 300. In the data
set, 10 pictures are well-shot, while another 20 pictures suffer from image blur or severe image noise, as the example in
Fig. 10a. For each picture, both naïve preview image and perceptual preview image are provided. To reduce bias, preview
images are randomized in showing for different pictures. Ten
volunteers (six males and four females) with normal sights
were asked to score the images on the scale of 5. Here 1
means that the preview image does not give a similar visual
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Fig. 9 Examples of image
noise visualization. The first row
shows the results for an original
noisy image. The upper blowup
is one uniform region in the
noisy image, while the lower
blowup shows the detected
noise map in this region. The
central image is the result after
naïve image reduction. The right
image adds the noise to the
structure enhanced image
according to the detected noise
map. The second row shows the
results for an originally clean
image. The result after noise
visualization still looks clean as
expected

Fig. 10 An example of
perceptual preview image that
incorporates all features of
interest. The picture in (a)
contains both blur (see the
blow-up in (b)) and noise (see
the blow-up in (c)). d Is the
preview image after structure
enhancement. The weak details
have been removed. We then
feed (d) for blur visualization,
and get the result as (e). Notice
the blur around the candles.
Finally we perform noise
visualization and produce the
final perceptual preview image
shown in (f). Compared to the
naïvely reduced image (g), the
final perceptual preview image
(f) displays more obvious noise
and blur

impression as the large picture, while 5 means the preview
image looks like the large picture, regarding image blur and
noise. During the test, the subjects were required to view two
preview images at first and then look at the corresponding
large picture before scoring the perceptual similarity.
Let the subjective rating per person be his/her average
score for a given type of preview images. Figure 11 shows the
rating curves for naïve preview images (bottom) and perceptual preview images (top). Except for one subject, all subjects
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think perceptual preview images convey more perceptual
information than naïve preview images do.
We then count the subjective rating per picture as the
average of ten scores assigned to one picture for the same
type of preview images. As shown in Fig. 12, the scores
of perceptual preview images are always above three for
both well-shot pictures and degraded pictures. Naïve preview
images give better perception in the case of well-shot pictures. However, they hardly convey the information of image
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Fig. 11 Subjective rating per person is shown for both naïve preview
images and perceptual preview images. Among ten volunteers, nine
give higher scores to perceptual preview images
5
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In image structure enhancement, we present an adaptive
gradient modulation algorithm such that the image structure
becomes clearer. Hence, the perceptual features added later
are more apparent to users. Perceptual feature visualization
detects perceptual features in the original large image and
visualizes them in the preview image. We demonstrate this
idea using two features of image quality, namely blur and
noise, as examples. Besides visual quality comparison, subjective test is conducted to validate the effectiveness of our
technology.
As a basic framework, our perceptual image preview does
not restrict the individual algorithms for respective features.
For example, we may evaluate different function for
gradient modulation; other blur or noise estimation techniques can be employed in the framework. Furthermore, our
framework can be extended to support more perceptual features, for example, red eyes or eye blinking, in the preview
image.
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Fig. 12 Subjective rating per picture for the test images is shown for
both naïve preview images and perceptual preview images. The first 10
pictures are well-shot pictures, and the rest 20 pictures are either blurred
or noisy

blur and noise in the degraded images. We also examine why
subjects gave higher rates to naïve preview images for wellshot pictures. Some viewers think perceptual preview images
have higher contrast and are clearer, but sometimes the high
contrast makes the preview image look a bit artificial in bright
regions.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we address a novel problem of perceptual image
preview. It aims to convey more perceptual information in the
preview image such that users can inspect features of interest
like the image quality by viewing the preview image only.
For this purpose, a general framework is proposed which consists of image structure enhancement and perceptual feature
visualization.
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